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 plus The official website for 1C2C: - The 1C2C: Complete Visual Guide contains 36 pages of information, a project planner
and design sheets with the iconic looks of the 1C2C universe. - The 1C2C: Complete Visual Guide is your guide to creating epic

spaceships and spacecrafts with the 1C2C universe. Use the design sheets in the book to create the perfect ship. - The 1C2C:
Complete Visual Guide contains project planners, lots of inspiration and a design section, with templates that will make the

perfect spaceship for any mission. - All versions include an exclusive ‘Making Of’ with the 1C2C team. - There is also a poster
included in all versions of the book. - The book comes with a pack of 5 1C2C game cards. - 1C2C RE: Update 7.4 DLC is a

compilation of some bug fixes and a complete rework of the UI. - It also includes the Lost Horizon expansion: “Sleeping
Dragon”. - This DLC is free for all players and has a limited time beta. - Once the beta is over, the DLC is available in the game
shop for £6.99. - This DLC is now available to all players, no need to be in a Beta. Update 7.4 / RE: Update 7.4 [NEW] - New
10 second countdown before some destroyers are lost in space. - Fixed a crash which occurs when enemies try to outrun you. -
Fixed a bug which caused some NPCs to blink at a glitchy camera. - Crash bug with the Heaviest enemy was fixed. - Fixed an

error which prevents alliance D-Stars from beaming players. - Fixed a crash bug with Megaships. - Fixed a bug with the
collision grid. - Fixed a bug that made the game crash when opening the shop. - Fixed a bug which stopped you from beaming
off a station. - Fixed a crash which occurs when you scan a space body. - Fixed a bug with AI ships. - Improved the collision

grid of the asteroids. - Fixed a crash with the Trader ship. - Fixed a crash with the alien ship. - Fixed a bug with the 520fdb1ae7
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